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CORE COMPETENCIES 

LANGUAGES

VARSHA M
M E D I C A L  L A B  T E C H N I C I A N  

professional laboratory technician with great attention to detail
and extraordinary capabilities to obtain scientifically accurate
test results. Understands the procedures and protocols for
laboratory maintenance enough to write guidelines for
performing researches.

CAREER OBJECTIVE

WORK EXPERIENCE

CARE HOSPITAL    |    JUN 2023 TO PRESENT
LAB TECHNICIAN 

Proficient in operating various laboratory equipment,
including centrifuges, microscopes, and
spectrophotometers. 
collecting, receiving, labelling and/or analysing samples
or substances using the correct testing equipment,
when necessary.
Designing and executing laboratory testing inline with
standard testing procedures, recording observations
and interpreting findings.
Recording all experimental data and test results
accurately and in the specified format (written and/or
electronic)
Organising and sorting all chemical substances, fluids
and compressed gases according to safety instructions.
Maintaining daily logs and equipment record books.
Cleaning sterilizing, maintaining and calibrating
laboratory equipment.
Ordering laboratory supplies as needed.
Providing technical support, when necessary.
Operated laboratory information systems to enter,
store, and retrieve patient data.
Efficiently managed patient samples by organizing and
labeling specimens for testing.
Achieved a 99.99% accuracy rate for this Procedures.

LIMRA CLINIC    |     JAN 2023 TO MAY 2023
LAB TECHNICIAN 

Proficiency in medical terminology and laboratory
procedures.
Records and maintains daily monitoring checklist
Collect blood specimens from patients using
appropriate equipment and techniques
Verify patient information and ensure accurate labelling
of blood samples.
Ensure  the correct vials and containers are used for
different types of tests
Follow established protocols and specimen collection,
handling and processing.
Collaborate with laboratory team members and
healthcare professionals  to ensure efficient workflow
and timely delivery of test results

MALABAR INSTITUTE OF PARAMEDICAL
SCIENCES, MANJERI
DIPLOMA IN MEDICAL LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN (DMLT)

2020 - 2022

2019 - 2020

GHSS IRUMBUZHI

PLUS TWO ( BIO-SCIENCE)

EDUCATION

2017 - 2018

PHSS PANDALLUR

SSLC

DECLARATION 

I hereby declare that the above mentioned information is true to
the best of my knowledge and belief.

VARSHA M


